
PM is reinventing Sponsoring!
100,000 new Teampartners in 12 months from 
today. Worldwide. The 1,000 most successful Spon-
sors worldwide will be permanently named online 
on www.1111111.pm-international.com and 
rewarded at the World Congress 2011.

The top sensational prize of € 1,111,111 will 
be divided among the 500 most successful Spon-
sors. If the goal is reached in 10 months, the 
sum will be increased by + € 222,222. If the 
goal is only reached in 14 months  (i.e. in June 
2011) the sum will be reduced by - € 222,222. 

There has never been more money to win and abso-
lutely everyone has the same chance – regardless of 
what you have achieved to date with PM and where 
you live in the World.

One goal - equal opportunities for all!
This sponsoring campaign is targeting the first 3 
levels and only these count. That means that 
every Teampartner – regardless of your position today 
– has the same chance. Even the Teampartners who 
are only sponsored now can take part in this com-
petition and be among the 500 winners (the prize 
money will be apportioned according to success). 
 
Sponsor 3 Levels. This is how: you sponsor one 
Firstline,* support this in 2:1 talks in sponsoring a 
Firstline* too, and then also support that Second Line 
in sponsoring another Firstline.*  The more often you 
do this, the greater your chance will be to get into the 
top ranks of the 1,000 best sponsors of all time.

Simply do what network marketing means: talk to 
people around you, in sports clubs, at work, on the 
bus, in the train, at the pub or cinema, in the street – 
simply wherever you meet people.

Use this top chance!
* Teampartner with an Initial Order
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Simple. Successful.

PM-International AG

Win now
€ 1,111,111.-

Recourse to legal action is not permitted.

Simple. Successful.

PM-International AG

Win now
€ 1,111,111.-




